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CLIENT NAME:

DATE COMPLETED:

COMPLETED BY:

APPLICATION TITLE:


This information is critical in providing the basis for a reasonable estimate for the amount of time to complete the application project.  Several questions deal directly with levels of complexity that will affect the number of hours to complete the project.  Please make every effort to provide a response to every question.
This form has been created in Word 6.0.  The rows are expandable, providing as much room for a response as you need.  Please return entire file on disk (or email attachment) to (mailto:nancym@subutil.com).  If you have any questions, please contact me at xxxx.xxx.xxxx.

ITEM
RESPONSE
Client Information
1.	
Client basic information (business name, address, main phone number).

2.	
Project Lead Person(s) – name, address, phone, fax, email, hours available.

3.	
Other Project Contact(s) – name, address, phone, fax, email, hours available (list all non-lead people who will be involved, regardless of extent, including users, testers, former system designers, I.S. people involved).

Project Identification/Summary Information
4.	
Working title for application.

5.	
Summary description of what you want the system to do (major objectives).

6.	
How many users will be using the system (not necessarily simultaneously).

7.	
What Access version will you want the application created in.

8.	
If this application could solve one major problem, what would that single problem/solution be.  Please be fairly specific.

9.	
Do you entertain any plans or thoughts to distribute the application to other departments or organizations, other than the intended primary users.  If yes, for a fee, or free.  And who would those groups be.

10.	
How would you rate the amount of calculations you expect out of the system, on forms and in reports (light, medium, extensive).

11.	
There are three major factors involved when creating an application – speed, quality, economy.  Only two out of those three are possible to provide for any application project.  Please identify those two factors most important to you for this application.

12.	
When do you want the project to start.

13.	
When do you want the project to end (and is there a firm “must complete by” date).

14.	
Do you have a maximum budgeted amount that will affect the scope of the application, and if so, what is that amount.  

15.	
Has your organization made a preliminary assumption of approximately how many hours you believe it will take to complete the design, development, installation, and training.  If yes, what is that total.

16.	
Do you plan to have someone internally modify and maintain the application, once it is in production use.  If yes, who is that person, how may we contact them, and what is the extent of their Access experience.

Legacy System Information
17.	
Does a legacy computer-based system exist.  If yes:


·	Will that data need to be brought into the new system, and if yes, by automated or manual entry means.


·	How long in existence.


·	On what hardware and operating system.


·	Extensive or simple application.


·	In what language (and what version).


·	Is it still being maintained.


·	How many “records” of information in the old system.


·	Does technical (programmer) coding documentation exist (if yes, a copy will be needed).

Hardware/Software/Network-Related Information
18.	
Do all intended users have the correct version of Access installed on their PC’s (or, will you want to consider an Access Runtime version (provided by developer) for some of the PC’s).

19.	7
It is good practice to install a back end (“data only”) file on a network drive, and individual front end (“application logic”) file on each user’s PC.  Are there any network server restrictions regarding large amounts of data.

20.	
Will others use this application.  If yes, will they access it through the network, or will you want to distribute separate copies.  Please list each additional location, the contact person, and their phone number.

21.	
If yes to distributing separate copies to other users, then will you expect to combine the separate copies of data at some time in the future.

22.	
Of all the PC’s that this application will run on, what are the smallest and largest monitor sizes (14”, 15”, 17”, 21”, etc.).

23.	
Of all the PC’s that this application will run on, what are the slowest and fastest CPU (486/66Mhz, Pentium II/350Mhz, etc.).

24.	
Of all the PC’s that this application will run on, what are the lowest and highest screen resolutions (VGA/600x480, SVGA/1040x768, etc.)

System’s Data - Information
25.	
Will the system need to link to and use data from an external data source (such as a file server database program – Oracle, etc.).  If yes:


·	How many sources,


·	Where is data located,


·	Do access rights exist now, 


·	Is a data dictionary of tables, views and fields available,


·	What is the software program,


·	How to communicate with that data’s “manager”.

26.	
Will the new system need to provide data to, or share with, another system (such as a file server database program – Oracle, etc.).  If yes:


·	How many sources.


·	Where is other system locate.


·	Do access rights exist now.


·	Is a data dictionary of tables, views and fields available for that system.


·	What is the software program.


·	How to communicate with that system’s “manager”.

27.	
Will you want/need to export data to another software program such as Word or Excel.  If yes: 

28.	
·	Specify software, including version.

29.	
·	If word processing, will the data be used in “mail merge” processes.  If yes, describe how extensive and frequent this work will be.

30.	
For transaction types of information, do you wish to keep a transaction history, or just the latest data.  If you wish to keep a history (which can then be displayed and used in comparative reports) then please try to specify which types of information which you will want included in that design consideration (such examples as history of donations from a contributor, or history of positions occupied, or history of all the comments submitted by an advisory board for an activity, record of all people who were mailed a specific piece of mailing).

31.	
Will you want the project effort to include user training on the new system.  If yes, approximately how many people.

32.	
Do you have any known multi-level hierarchies that will be part of the application (such as each organization has multiple departments; each department has multiple divisions, each division has multiple groups).  If yes, describe as best you can.

Security Issues
33.	
Will you want some users to have full editing, some to have just read-only, all have full editing, all have read-only – please specify which situation is correct.

34.	
Do you want any kind of security (such as basic password controlled access).



